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A theory is presented for the intensities of hyperfine components in saturation
spectroscopy. We use a diagrammatic approach to nonlinear processes to derive closed-form
formulas for the intensities of recoil doublets and of Doppler-generated level crossings.
We discuss the influence of the terms introduced by hyperfine coherences in saturation
spectroscopy. We also demonstrate spectroscopic stability when the hyperfine splittings
are negligible. A catalog of simple formulas is given in view of applications to current
spectroscopy and is illustrated by recent examples, including Doppler-free polarization
spectroscopy. The extension to other sub-Doppler techniques such as two-photon Dopplerfree spectroscopy is outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide experimentalists in saturation spectroscopy
with a complete catalog of closed-form formulas for the intensities of the
hyperfine components in the weak field limit. The theoretical derivation of
these formulas is based upon a diagrammatic representation of nonlinear processes
in sub-Doppler spectroscopy and was first presented in (I, 2). Every two-level
saturation resonance is in fact a doublet owing to the recoil of the molecules
as they interact with light (3, 19, 22) and in Ref. (2) the emphasis was placed
upon the fact that the relative intensities of the recoil components depend strongly
upon the polarizations of the saturation and probe beams in the case of AF # 0
transitions. Another type of resonance frequently found in hyperfine saturation
spectra (4) occurs when two transitions share a common level (upper or lower).
These resonances are called Doppler-generated level crossings or crossover peaks.
They are not recoil-doubled but only blue- or red-shifted (5, 3, 6). Finally we
shall see that a last kind of saturation resonance involving hyperfine coherences
needs to be considered when the hyperfine splittings are comparable to the
’ This work was supported in part by Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI).
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FIG. 1. Level structure considered in this paper to illustrate the various types of resonances occurring
between hypertine sublevels in saturation spectroscopy. The letters a and b label. respectively, the
lower and upper levels without any specific order between u and u’ orb and b’.

homogeneous linewidth. The theory of intensities in saturation spectroscopy along
the lines of Ref. (2) was extended to include all these resonances and was presented
in (7). This theory is the subject matter of the first part of this paper (Section II).
We recall the rules for the diagrammatic representation
of the density matrix
elements in a perturbation approach of nonlinear spectroscopy. We then display
the relevant diagrams for saturation spectroscopy in a fourth-order calculation
and we calculate the saturation signal as an illustration of the diagrammatic rules.
The intensities for each recoil component are proportional to sums of products
of four Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients (one for each vertex). These sums can either
be calculated directly for each case or reduced to a general formula involving
3-j and 6-j coefficients. We then demonstrate that if the hyperfine structure is
unresolved the correct expressions of J are recovered by summation over all
possible processes involving hyperfine levels.
Experimentalists
interested only in the intensity formulas relevant for their
saturation spectra may skip this first part and use directly the catalog presented
in the second part (Section III). These formulas have been used with success to
account for the intensities of hyperfine spectra of NH3 (I, 8), CH, (I, 3), SF6 (7, 9),
and IZ (6) and we discuss some of these as examples. We finally show how our
formulas can be applied to the case of Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy (20).
II. DENSITY MATRIX DIAGRAMS AND DIAGRAMMATIC RULES FOR POLARIZED FIELDS
AND DEGENERATE SYSTEMS-APPLICATION
TO SATURATION SPECTROSCOPY

The diagrammatic representation of nonlinear processes has been found a most
useful tool to keep track of the various terms in a perturbation approach and also
to write down the susceptibilities without having to refer constantly to the
equations. This tool has already been applied to a number of sub-Doppler
techniques (6, I1 -14) but an explicit consideration of the laser field polarization
and of the level degeneracy was given only in Ref. (2). This extension of the
diagrammatic methods will be presented in detail in this paper for the case of
saturation spectroscopy. To cover most cases of interest in saturation spectroscopy
we shall consider the level structure illustrated on Fig. 1 where a, a ’ are hyperfine
sublevels of the lower level and b, b’ hyperfine sublevels of the upper level. We
assume E,, E,, < Ebr Ebf but no specific order for the energies of levels a, (I’ and
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b, b’ separately. Each of these hyperfine levels has in turn 2F + 1 Zeeman
sublevels and we shall label these states with their magnetic quantum numbers
M,, Mb. The molecules are illuminated with counterpropagating
saturation and
probe waves which can be tuned into resonance with any of the transitions CI@ h.
N’ (t 6. (I ++b’, a’ t, b’.
In the standard basis of the vectors Li,, (4’ = 0, f 1) we shall write the component
of the complex representation of a polarized electromagnetic field as:
E, = EtU,(r)

exp[i(od

- k;r

+ cp,)]

(1)

where the amplitude, the geometrical structure, and the phase of the beam have
been made explicit. In Appendix A we give a detailed discussion of the correspondence between q and the polarization characteristics of the beams and we show that
the interaction hamiltonian corresponding to the electric field component E, is:
V, = --M[p&

+ (- l)q~-,E,]

(2)

where pg is the standard component q of the electric dipole moment operator p,,,.
We shall add the superscript e” = t on the index q to distinguish between the
saturation field and the probe field (when used as a multiplicative factor, E will
mean ‘_1 instead of ?). For the sake of simplicity we shall limit ourselves to the
case of two polarized fields having the same frequency 0127~but opposite wavevectors l“k; the saturation and the probe wave are eventually written as a sum of
circular waves qJF. The total hamiltonian is then:
v = c 1 VQf’.
@=+
_

(3)

j

This interaction hamiltonian is introduced in the density matrix equations (II, 14)
and is treated as a perturbation. The average change in absorbed power W is
obtained by calculating the third-order correction to the density matrix ~(3’ and
finally by projecting the third-order contribution to the macroscopic dielectric
polarization on the electromagnetic field:
w = (o/2) Reli

[ d3rE*P3’)

.

(4)

(If we take the imaginary part (Im) instead of the real part (Re), we get a quantity
proportional to the dispersive part of the nonlinear susceptibility.) The line shape
is therefore calculated by considering in fact four interactions with the field (three
to get pC3’from p(O)and one to get w from pC3’).Since the interaction hamiltonian
is a sum of at least four terms (two waves and two terms in Eq. (2), the calculation
of w will appear as the sum of many elementary contributions corresponding to
all possible choices of terms for each of the four interactions. To each of these
elementary contributions we can associate a diagram and we shall now recall the
rules adopted in previous papers (2, I1 -14) to draw such diagrams.
Two vertical bars are used to represent the time sequence of density matrix
elements at successive perturbation orders from bottom to top. Vertices denote
interactions with the electromagnetic field (see Table I). The vertex is of course on
the vertical column associated with the subscript of p that changes in the interaction. If p. is an initial momentum, the density matrix elements exist only between
linear momentum states having the form lpo + mhk) where m is an integer
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number. On each segment of the diagram the letters CY,~(cx,~ = a ,b or b,a)
indicate the energy states between which the density matrix elements are taken
and integers ma,mp indicate the corresponding linear momentum states. The
quantum numbers M,,M, denoting Zeeman sublevels will eventually be added to
take into account level degeneracy. To each vertex corresponds a single term of
V. As illustrated in Table I this term is represented by:
-a line coming from the left if the term belongs to Cj VQ; (interaction with
the saturation (+) wave);
-a line coming from the right if the term belongs to 2 j V, (interaction with
the probe (-) wave);
-a line going upwards if the term varies as exp(-iwt);
-a line going downwards if the term varies as exp(+ior).
Within the rotating-wave approximation, all vertices corresponding to a nonresonant interaction are eliminated. On the first column the field line goes up
(exp - id) if the subscript change corresponds to an increase in molecular energy
and goes down (exp + id) if the energy decreases. This rule is inverted on the
right column.
A one-vertex diagram connects a density matrix element at a given perturbation
order with a coupled density matrix element at the previous perturbation order. All
these one-vertex diagrams are then stacked on top of each other to represent the full
perturbation chain, starting with the equilibrium populations (zeroth order) and
ending with the absorbed power at fourth order. Each of these diagrams will
represent a different process. But diagrams are not only useful as a way of bookkeeping terms; they can also be used to perform an effective calculation of the
signal thanks to diagrammatic rules of calculation. These rules are recalled in
Appendix B for a one-vertex diagram. Different time intervals T, T’, T” (in the
molecular frame) separate adjacent vertices on the full diagram. This determines
the laboratory space-time coordinates of the successive interaction vertices for
a molecule with velocity v:
(r - yv(7 + T’ + Y), t - ~(7 + 7’ + Y)), (r - yv7 - yv~‘,
f - y7 - -y7’), (r - yv7, t - y7), (r,t)
where y = (1 - u2/c2)-112is the time dilation factor. To each segment is associated
a propagator for the corresponding density matrix element and to each vertex is
associated a field component and a multiplicative factor according to Table I. The
product of all these elements is then integrated over all times 7, 7’, #‘, over space,
and over the momentum distribution to give the absorbed power in units of quanta
hw (complex conjugate diagrams are added to get a real quantity).
Before the application of these rules to the case of saturation spectroscopy
we can make a few more general remarks which will be useful to select only a
few relevant diagrams among the large number of possible ones.
-First,
a diagram contribution can be different from zero over a finite time
duration only if there are as many lines going upwards as lines going downwards,
that is, only if:
4

i=l

where i is the perturbation

order and where E’ is defined in Table I.
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-Second,
a diagram contribution can be different from zero over any finite
length of absorbing material along the optical axis, li,, only if there are as many
exp(ikz) as exp(-ikz) factors, that is, only if:

-Finally,
when the Doppler width is very large in comparison with the
homogeneous width, the integration over p,, *ii, leads to the following rule: the
contribution of a diagram is negligible unless
or

l;e’I = -1,

&

= E;E; = + 1.

(7)

If we are interested only in the probe wave absorption, the previous rules added
to the rotating-wave approximation lead us to keep only the two diagrams of
Fig. 2 for saturation spectroscopy. Type 1 diagrams involve a population, a hyperfine or a Zeeman coherence of the upper states as the intermediate step whereas
for diagrams of type 2 the corresponding second-order matrix element belongs to
the lower states. Each of these diagrams has a complex conjugate and also a
corresponding diagram with opposite sign starting at zeroth order with the upper
state population. (The first vertex is simply shifted to the second column.) In the
case of a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution F(p,,) = (T”~Mu)-~ exp[-Pil(A4u)2],
we shall write:
= 0, M,Ip(O)Icr, m, = 0, M,) = h3ng~F(po) = h3(nyg.)F(po)

(a, 6

(8)

where np’ is the total population per unit volume of the level (Yand g, the level
degeneracy. The diagrammatic rules give the following expression for the absorbed
power corresponding to diagram 1 (to which we add the complex conjugate diagram
contribution by taking twice the real part):
@- = 2fiw Re/ d3rd3poF(po)
.I
X

1
j&d:&

C
abb’o’

1
M,,MbM,tM,,

ng’
”

eXP[i(d + kz + ‘&,)I

(-i~ba'q#&f,(r)

X
JO

X

exp{ -i[~(t

- 77)
+m
dr’

X (-iflb*m&

I0
X

exp{i[o(t

X

(iobaq,)

- ~(7 +
r+m

J

dr”

eXp[

-(iuba

+

i6

+

Yba)#]&!+

-

yV(7

+

7’

+

f))

0

x

exp{-i[w(t

- ~(7 + 7’ + 711)- k(z - yv,(~ + T’ + T”)) + cp,$J}

where 6 = iik2/2M is the recoil shift. To avoid too cumbersome

(9)

notations, we have
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FIG. 2. Fourth-order density matrix diagrams for saturation spectroscopy. Each segment is labeled
by three symbols (Y, m,, M, specifying, respectively, the energy level E,, the linear momentum
state (pO+ m&k) and the angular momentum projection on a fixed axis. With the r.w.a.. these two
diagrams are the only ones (with their complex conjugates) starting with the lower level, which satisfy
rules (5), (6), (7), and involve both fields. The probe field comes from the left and the saturation field
from the right.

replaced the subscripts aM,, bMb, . . . by a, b, . . . . This is unambiguous since
in the absence of dc external fields and light shifts we have anyhow oMSM,= oap
and since we shall also assume in the rest of this paper that the relaxation constants
are independent of M quantum numbers: yMdMp= yap. If needed it would be easy
to restore the proper notations. Many simplifications can be performed in formula
(9). The factors exp(-+iwr) and exp(kikz) disappear as expected from rules (5)
and (6). The V, and T integrations can be easily performed in the infinite Dopplerwidth approximation. In the case of Gaussian beams, the rest of the calculation is
detailed in Ref. (II) and we shall not repeat it here. In the case of plane waves
U$ = 1 and the integrations are straightforward, In the infinite Doppler-width
limit and if we leave out the second-order Doppler shift (y = 1) the change in
absorbed power per unit volume is?
dW-

-

= --fiti

dV
*

If the upper

replaced

C

(ni”‘/g,)4,S1

levels b (and b’) have a nonnegligible

by n,fVg,

- n:“‘lgh.

(10)

exp[-(w,,J2ku)2]

abb’a’

equilibrium

population

n’t’, n’i’ig,,

should be
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where:

is a real intensity factor,3 and where:
%I = (4??/kU)

Re{[Ybb, + iWOb,]-l[Yba+ Yb&- i(2W - Wb,,- mba’ + 28)]-‘}

(12)

is a line shape function.
These resonances are red-shifted by the recoil effect as expected for saturation
resonances involving the excited state in the intermediate step.
-If a = a’, b = b’, we get an ordinary two-level saturation resonance at the
frequency (Wba- 6)/2r.
-If a # a’, we get a Doppler-generated
level crossing at the frequency
26)/4~.
+
@bar tUba
-If b # b’ the intermediate step is a hyperfine or a Zeeman (or Stark)
coherence. These coherence-induced saturation resonances disappear if %I % 3/bbf.
They give asymmetric contributions that shift the peaks by quantities that may
be large if the hyperfine splittings are comparable to the linewidth.
As a second example of the diagrammatic rules, we give now the equivalent
of formulas (9) and (10) for type 2 diagrams?
w’- = 2Ao Re d3rd3p,,F(p,)
I
x

(-iflbraq,)~q,(r)

x

exp{-i[o(t

x

(iflba’q$>)

x

exp(i[w(t

C
j&t&

1

C

ba’ab’

ew[i(wt

+

kz

n$1,

M&f,&,M6,

+

cp,,)l

- ~7) + k(z - yu,~) + ‘pps,l}
+a
I0

d+ exp[ -(io,,,

+ ~d&‘lU~~(r - YV(T+ 0

- y(~ + 7’)) - k(z - yv,(r + 7’)) + cp,a]j
tm

x

(iflb,,,)

x

I0

dr” exp[-(iwb,

+ is +

Yba)d']U&(r

-

yv(7

+

7' +

f))

exp{ -i[w(t - ~(7 + 7’ + 7”)) - k(z - yz),(~ + 7’ + 71))) + v~JJ}

(13)

and for plane waves with y = 1:
dwdV

= -hm

c

(n~“‘/ga)$2~2 exp[-(mbbr/2ku)2]

ba’ab’

s To show that 4, is real, one must permute simultaneously
qj: and
expression
for the products
of n’s given in Eq. (25). The products
permutation
and the sign of Acp is reversed,
hence 9, is real.

qn+,qi and q,; and use the general
of n’s

are invariant

under

this
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where:

x

exp[i(cp,,

-

‘ppi,

+

cpq;,

-

cp,~,)l (14)

and:
&? = (47?‘2/kU) Re{(yOra + iO,&l[Yba

•t Yb’a- i(20 - uba - Wbfa- 26)1-l}. (IS)

The type 2 resonances are therefore blue-shifted by the amount 6/2~ owing to
the recoil effect. They can be classified as before in ordinary two-level saturation
resonances, Doppler-generated level crossings, and coherence-induced
saturation
resonances.
More general line shapes including the influence of beam geometry, secondorder Doppler shift, and weak elastic collisions can be found in the literature
(11, 15). In all cases the peak intensities are proportional to the products of four
Rabi frequencies. If we can assume that the line shape is independent of the
magnetic quantum numbers M, we shall again find the sums (11) and (14). These
quantities represent the relative intensities of the various resonances which have
the same line shape and relaxation constants. (In all other cases the complete
line shape formulas derived from (9) and (13) or others will have to be used.)
The remainder of this paper will be devoted to the calculation of these quantities
for the various cases of saturation and probe beam polarizations. Up to this point,
the subscripts a, b, . . . have been used for all quantum numbers specific of a
given level. From now on, we shall extract from this set the quantum numbers
F,, J,, and 1, associated with the total angular momentum, the rotation angular
momentum, and the nuclear spin responsible for the hyperfine interaction. Each
matrix element in Eqs. (11) and (14) can be expressed with the Wigner-Eckart
theorem and standard formulas for the dipole moment in a coupled basis (16):
(bFbMbJbIb

IpqlaFaMaJa&)

= (-

l)Pb-Mb
X

(bFbJbz,ll~I~F~Ja~~).
(16)

with:
( bFbJb~,~~~~~FaJ&) = (- l)Fa+Jb+‘b+1&gn[(2Fb
+ 1)(2F, + I)]“2

We shall drop all Kronecker symbols for the nuclear spin and keep a single
quantum number Z in the formulas. S;, and 92 become:
4;, = [(2F, + 1)(2F, + 1)(2F,, + 1)(2F,, + I)]
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with:

Fb

1

F,,,

i --Mb

qz2

MaI

X

(21)

In most cases, the reduced matrix elements will be the same for the four interactions and the factor I( bJbllpl(aJa) 14 will appear in Eqs. (18) and (20). The factors
Aj$$$
(a$
= a ,b or b ,a) can easily be calculated in each case from the expressions for Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients and for sums of powers of integer or halfinteger numbers. One can also derive a more compact formula valid for all cases
if the following orthogonality relations (16) are used:

If these relations are introduced
following identity:

MlMZM3

in (19) and (21), respectively,

1

2

3
.

=

.

JI

Jz

j3

jl

j2

j3

ml

m2

m3

J,

J2

J3

one finds:
A;‘$$

=

C
k=0,1,2

F
Q=-k

(_

l)Fm+Fo,+Q~+q%(2k

and if we use the

+

1

k

1

Q -sj,

1,

sj, !

(24
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xkllkllkll
(Q

-4 T, 4 L Ii Fa

(a$3P’a’ = abb’a’

FP’ x Fat FP FBI I

Fo

or

baa’b’).

(25)

The same result can also be derived by expanding the density operator on a basis of
irreducible tensor operators TQ.
k In this last approach, k = 0, 1, 2 correspond,
respectively, to the population, the orientation, and the alignment created at the
second order (17). Our assumptions lead to equal relaxation times for these
quantities. One could introduce a weight factor in front of each of the three terms to
account for different relaxation times for the population, orientation,
and
alignment.
The population term (k = 0) has always a very simple form:
(_

l)Fa+Fd+q-+q+

0

0

I
6FBB!

= 9(2F, + 1) ’

(26)

This result can be interpreted easily if we remember that the sum of squared 3-j
symbols that occurs in linear spectroscopy is 1%.This factor occurs here twice:
first for the saturation and second for the probing. The population change created
by saturation for a single Zeeman sublevel is l/2(Fp + 1) times the total population
change and naturally comes in for the probing step.
We wish now to show that, if the hyperfine structures are unresolved, the
sum of all contributions to the resonance will lead to an intensity formula which
has again the structure (25) and where the quantum numbers J replace the
quantum numbers F.
If we leave out the terms independent of F quantum numbers, we have to
compute the sum:
C
(-l)F,+Fu’(2FU + 1)(2F, + 1)(2F,f + 1)(2F,p + 1I)
F.Fo+fl~*

.I

[k

1

“I F,

FB

We shall use (16):
c (-1)
s

and:

a+b+c+d+e+f+8+h+.r+j(2X

+

*,1 z

z

;rX

z

;

i

x
k

1

Fpr F,t

Fp

1

]{ z

;fi

J)

1
FopI *

(27)
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We find that the sum (27) is equal to:
(-

l)Ja+Jaj

ia:, :,,i(.:,. :,

;,} ;

(2F, + 1)/(25, + 1).

c30)

The sum over FP is trivial:
;

(2F, + 1)/(2J, + 1) = 21 + 1

(31)

and finally we obtain for the sum (27):

So that the intensity factors & and & given by Eqs. (18) and (19) become:

with 4, = jnbb,,,, and 9, = 9&atb, and where the quantities A$$$@ are given by
the same formula (25) with J instead of F. Obviously this process can be repeated
and if the total angular momentum is obtained after several hyperfine couplings:
I, + J = F1, I2 + F, = F2, . . . , I, + F,_, = F, the same invariance of the intensity formula exists from F, to F,_,.
We would like to come back on the intermediate result given in Eq. (30) since
this expression of the sum of Eq. (27) has an important consequence: it means
that the sum of all contributions sharing a common FB hyperfine level is proportional to (2Fp + 1). This sum includes the two-level resonances, the Dopplergenerated level crossings and the coherence-induced
saturation resonances, but
usually (for high enough J values) the two-level resonance AF = AJ will
constitute almost 100% of this sum (the intensities of the other resonances are
much weaker). Therefore the intensity of each recoil peak with AF = AJ is
approximately proportional to (2F, + 1).
III. CATALOG

OF INTENSITY

FORMULAS

In this section, we shall write the intensities of the hyperfme components in a
form which can be used in a straightforward manner by saturation spectroscopists.
We shall give the intensity formulas for any case of two or three-level resonance
and for the four following cases of beam polarizations: two opposite circular, two
identical circular, two parallel linear, and two perpendicular linear polarizations.
All possible sets of two- or three-level resonances consistent with the selection
rule AF = 0, + 1 have been drawn in Table II.4 The heavy line denotes the transition associated with the saturation beam and the light line the transition associated
with the probe beam. All these sets have been gathered in four cases numbered
from 1 to 4. From the values of the quantum number F of the levels involved in a
resonance, one can deduce immediately to which case of Table II the resonance
belongs.
4 Contributions
from hyperfine
and should be calculated
directly

coberences
in four-level
from formula (25).

systems

have been ignored

in this section
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TABLE II
Table II is a Key to Understand

F1-(F,

, Fp)

F-(F+l

,F-1,

which Line Must be Used in Table III.”

a Two- and three-level resonances are classified into four cases according to the values of the F
quantum number of the common level (at the left of the arrow) and the F quantum numbers of the other
level(s) (in brackets).

Cases 1 and 2 concern two-level resonances, with AF = 0 for case 1 and
AF = +l for case 2. In each case the saturation signal is the sum of two recoil
components (usually unresolved). The V-type configurations represent a process
in which the saturation wave induces a population change in the lower level which
is then detected by the probe wave. This contribution is blue-shifted by the
molecular recoil.The A-type configurations involve an upper level population
change as the common step between the saturation and probe processes. This
contribution is red-shifted by the molecular recoil. Let us point out that the two
recoil components correspond to opposite values of the quantity AF = F2 - F1
to be used in Table III.
Cases 3 and 4 concern three-level resonances (or crossover peaks or Dopplergenerated level crossings) between AF = 0 and AF = 2 1 transitions in case 3
and between AF = + 1 and AF = - 1 transitions in case 4. These resonances are
not recoil-doubled but only blue-shifted in the case of a common lower level
(V-type configuration) and red-shifted in the case of a common upper level (A-type
configuration). However, each resonance has again two contributions obtained
by permuting the saturated and probed transitions (for more details see (6)). These
two contributions have the same frequency and should be added.
For the cases of beam polarizations quoted above, we have the following values
for q+ and q- (see Appendix A).
Case A. Two opposite circularly polarized fields (e.g., retroreflected circularly
polarized light). In that case, we choose the li, axis for the quantization axis:
;,=h,,andwehaveq+=q-=
+I.
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Case B. Two identical circularly polarized fields. With the same choice of
standard vectors Ij,(&, = i,), we have q+ = -q- = + 1.
Case C. Two parallel linearly polarized fields. The vector li, is taken parallel to
the two fields so that we have q+ = q- = 0.
Case D. Two perpendicular linearly polarized fields. We take 8, parallel to the
saturation field so that q+ = 0 and we are obliged to write the probe field as a sum of
(T+ and uT- fields: 4; = -4; = k 1.
The signal corresponding to a saturation resonance is proportional to the
product:
J+(w) exp[ -(Au/2AvD)2]
(34)
where:
-9(o)
is a line shape function (see Section II). In the case of plane waves,
the line shape function 9(o) is usually common to all resonances of the spectra
apart from a weight factor l/y,, lifetime of a velocity group in the common level (Y
of each configuration on Table II. Each contribution should therefore be multiplied by this factor.
-The
exponential factor is a Boltzmann factor occurring for three-level
resonances only (crossover resonances) in which AV is the splitting between the
two transitions sharing the common level and AZ+,is the l/e Doppler half-width.
-9 is an intensity factor given by:
(35)
where Ei is the standard component amplitude of the field, and p1 and pz are the
reduced matrix elements for the transitions associated with the saturation beam and
the probe beam, respectively (see Eq. (17)).
--A? is a factor which depends upon the choice of beam polarizations:
X = A, B, C, D and upon the two- or three-level configuration and quantum
numbers: i = 1, 2, 3, 4. These factors are given in Table III; they are equal to the
quantities A:;$ of Section II.
In the four cases, A, B, C, D, the quantization axis has been carefully chosen
to have a single standard component q+ of the saturation field. In the case of a
linear saturation field (C and D), the calculation could also be performed by writing
this field and the probe field as the sum of two circularly polarized waves and
taking the quantization axis along the propagation direction. It should be noted,
however, that the result cannot then be obtained by simple addition of cases A
and B. In addition to At and A? there is a crossed term +.AfB which comes from
Zeeman-coherence
terms (Q f 0 in (25))”
When the relative phases and amplitudes of the circular fields are taken into
account, one can show the following relations:
A[ = %(A! + A? + AfB):

(36)

Af = %(A! + A: - AjB).

(37)

To illustrate these relations we have also given the factors At” in Table III.
5 If both beams are sums of two circular fields, we have y: = 1, 4: = - 1, q; = I, y; = - I and
= A2Y22 = Al A”‘2 = A’2” = A” A”‘” = A”2’
we have, in the notation AjfJzJ** of Section II: A””
= A”fi A’*‘2 = AL?“, = 0 A””
= A,,” = A’21, = AZ,,, = A?‘“< = A2212 = A2122 = A”‘2 = 0.
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Examples
We shall now use Table III to derive the relative intensities for some hypefine
components
of vibration-rotation
spectra resolved recently with saturation
spectroscopy.
(1) The three AF = 0 hyperfme components of the asQ(8,7) line of the v2
band of 14NH, were recorded with perpendicular linear polarizations (8). The
intensity factor must therefore be calculated with the factor Af of Table III.
Equation (17) is used to express ~1, and kz; the relative intensities of the three
components are given by:
(2F + 1)4[;

;

;i”:’

oc (2F + 1)[2F(F + 1) + 11
x [F(F + 1) + 7014/[F(F + 1)13. (38)

(2) The three AF = - 1 hyperfine components of the P(7)F’,2’ line of methane
at 3.39 pm were recorded with parallel linear polarizations. Each of these three
components is resolved into two recoil components (3, 5). The relative intensities
of these three doublets are given by the quantities
[(2F + 1)(2F - I)]’ ;

F ; ’

; 4A;
J

cc [(F + 8)(F + 9)(F + 6)(F + 91” t4F2 + lj
F3(2F + 1)(2F - 1)

c391

As pointed out in Ref. (2) the intensities of the two components of each recoil
doublet are equal in that case, whereas they would be different with identical
circular or perpendicular linear polarizations. Formula (39) gives the following
theoretical relative intensities (I) for the three doublets: 1.17, 1,0.87, which should
be compared with the experimental values (3): 1.15, 1, and 0.85. In this case we
have also calculated the intensities of the three-level and four-level (coherenceinduced) resonances. As an example we give in Table IV the numerical values
of the F-dependent part of the intensity factors for all possible A-type resonances
(see Eqs. (18) and (25)).
According to Eq. (30) the sums of all the contributions involving the same
Fb (or Fbt) hyperfine level are proportional to 2F,, + 1 (or 2Fh, + 1). One can
check that indeed:
(1) + (11) + (12) + (13) + (14) + (15) = 11 m;
(2) + (4) + 2(7) + (11) + (12) + (16) + (17) + (18) + (19) + (20) = 13 m;
(3) + (5) + (6) + 2(8) + 2(9) + 2(10) + (13) + (14) + (15) + (16)
+ (17) + (18) + (19) + (20) + (21) = 15 m;
with:

m =

j&b

z
k

032

(3 + 1)(:,

:,

;)‘i

:a

:,

jbf

=

7.401145863E - 4.
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TABLE IV

Numerical Values of the F-Dependent Factors in Eq. (18) Giving the Relative Intensities of the Various
A-type Contributions (Diagram 1 of Fig. 2) in the Case of the P(7) Methane Line at 3.3922314 pm

(0
B
$
g
i

f
ci
0'
6.

66 57 75 66

(13)=

6
7

5
7

7
6

(14)

6
8

:m 7
7,6

8

(15!=

6

6

7

6

6
G
7

7
6
7

6
7

7
6

;I71
(16)

6
8

6
7

7
G

8
6

(18)=

6
7

7
6

6
7

7
6

(19)=-9.763941466

E-07

7
7

6
7

7
6

7
7

(20)=

7.61';87434',

E-O',

7
a

6
7

7
6

6
7

(:I!=

0

7
5,

9.082680265
=

E-07

0

0
=

1.2>1787368

=-9.763941466

E-08
E-07

0

(3) In the v3 band of SFG, the hyperhne components of several Coriolis components have been resolved (9), using retroreflected circularly polarized light
(case A); in the case of the P(33)A: component, two values of Z must be considered
Z = 1 and Z = 3 (18). The intensities of the AF = - 1 hyperfine components of
P(33)Ai are proportional to

[W + UW - Ul’

oc
/

[(36 + F)(37 + F)(30 + F)(29 + F)]*(6F
(2F - 1)(2F + 1)F3

- 1)

[(34 + F)(35 + F)(32 + F)(31 + F)]*(6P

- 1)

(2F - 1)(2F + 1)F3

for

z = 3,
(40)

for

z=

1.

(4) Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy.
Our formulas can be applied to
derive the signal intensity in the detection scheme proposd by Wieman and Hansch
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(JO): the molecular absorption is saturated by a circularly polarized field and
probed by a counter-propagating
linearly polarized probe field. If the probe field
is considered as the sum of two circular fields the signal results from the difference
in saturated dispersion (or absorption) between the cases of two opposite circular
and of two identical circular waves. The magnitude of this anisotropy d as
defined in Ref. (10) is the ratio of our quantities AT and A<.
To obtain Eqs. (3) of Ref. (JO), the two recoil components need to be added
with weight factors equal to the lifetimes of a velocity group in the common
level (see Eqs. (12) and (15)). From Table III and if we replace F byJ we find that:
IfAJ=O
d = (1k.M:
(lk.,)A:
IfAJ=

+ (IkM:
+ (lly~)A:

_ A: _ 4J(J
4J(J
A:

+ 1) - 3
+ 1) + 2 .

(41)

+-1
d = (lly.,)A;(AJ

= -1) + (llyJ+)Af(AJ

= +l)

(42)

C+kk
=

(llYJ)(J - I)(25 - 3) + (IlYJ_1)(J + 1)(2J + 3)
[;

+ 912Jp

- 2)

= (2J2 + 3-J + 3)/(12J2 - 2)
where:
r = (rJ - r.,-,)l(rJ

+ -Y~-~).

(43)

In another version (20) of the Doppler-free polarization method, the saturation and
probe waves are both linearly polarized with an angle between the two planes
of polarizations. In this case the anisotropy d is the ratio of the intensities for
the cases of perpendicular and parallel saturation and probe beam polarizations.
From Table III we find:
IfAJ

= 0
2J(J + 1) + 1

d+

(44

6J(J + 1) - 2 ’

1

If AJ = tl
d = (lly~)Af(AJ

=

= -1) + (l/y&Af(AJ
1
i ‘+_
‘iA:
\YJ YJ-1 !

= +l)

6J2 + 5rJ - 1
832 + 2

*

It is also trivial to use Table III to derive the factors d corresponding
recoil peaks or to crossover resonances.

(45)
to isolated
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IV. CONCLUSION

In the previous pages we have aimed at offering to sub-Doppler spectroscopists
a first-aid kit to understand their observed intensities. The major advantage of
these formulas is their simplicity. Without any detailed understanding of the line
shape problem in saturation spectroscopy formula (35) and Table III should provide
the only necessary basis for an approximate calculation of peak intensities.
However, one should always remember that the main resonances have two contributions (recoil peaks) that usually need to be added whereas the crossover
peaks have only one such component and that these various contributions need
to be weighted by the relaxation time l/y, of the common level (in the case of
crossover peaks, an extra factor two comes from the possibility of interchanging
probed and saturated transitions). In a more sophisticated approach it is even
possible to attribute a different line shape to the various tensorial orders k in
formula (25). Any major further step forward in the direction of a more realistic
quantitative interpretation of the spectra requires a numerical calculation and
loses the advantage of simplicity; for example, this is the case of a strong field
calculation for which one could use the line shape given in (19) with a numerical
summation over M sublevels.
Let us recall two original conclusions that we reached in this theory: first the
relative intensities of the two recoil components may depend strongly upon the
polarization of the saturation and probe beams in the case of AF # 0 transitions
and this property may be used to suppress one of the peaks in F = 0 H F = 1
and F = ‘Vi - F = 3/z transitions; second, when hyperfine splittings are small in
comparison with the homogeneous width, there can be important asymmetric
contributions from terms involving hyperfine coherences. It would be of great
interest to make a detailed comparison of these theoretical predictions with
accurate experimental measurements in the case of hyperfine structures corresponding to low J transitions.
As a final point, we would like to emphasize that our approach is applicable to any
other four-wave nonlinear process at fourth-order (saturation, Raman, or twophoton processes). As an example the diagrams corresponding to Doppler-free
two-photon spectroscopy can be found in (12). In all cases the intensity factor is
a sum of products of four Rabi pulsations which leads again to formulas identical
to (18), (20), and (25) with a different sequence of indices for the F quantum
numbers and of superscripts in the numbers 4s.
APPENDIX

A: COMPLEX REPRESENTATION
OF A POLARIZED
ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD

From the Cartesian basis li,, &, li, it is usual to define the standard basis of
vectors I;,, (q’ = 0, &l) by:
t

21

=

?(ii,

+ q3)/21’2,

B, = a,

(A-1)

with ~y,p,y = x,y , z or y , z,x or z,x,y. These vectors are such that:
fi;*,,= (- i)@G_,,

and

;(,,.t;$ = 6a,Q”.

In this paper the propagation axis of the light beams will always be chosen as the
li, axis but it will be convenient to take Goeither equal or perpendicular to 8,. The
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+ iAa)/21’2,

A*, = T(A,
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components

A, = A,

A,,
(A-2)

and can be written in the standard basis as:
A =

1

(- l)q’A,Lq,.

(A-3)

q’=O,-tl

The real electric field @ of a plane monochromatic wave is described
complex representation E:
g = ReE
E can be written:
E = E” exp[E’i(wt - e”kz + cp)]

by its
(A-4)
(A-5)

with E’, E” = + 1 and where E” is a complex amplitude vector and cpa real phase.
We shall now derive the standard components of @Y,
E, and E” first for the two
simple cases of circular and of linear polarizations and finally for the general case.
(I) Circular polarization.

The vector E” has the Cartesian components:
E; = 0

Ei, EO, = it&‘&

(A-6)

with E = + 1. We shall follow the usual convention
which defines right(left-) circularly polarized light as the wave for which the envelope of the
amplitudes at a given time has the form of a right (left) handed helix about
the propagation (E’S& direction. Equivalently, at a given point the vector amplitude appears, to an observer looking in the --e”Lr direction to be rotating clockwise for right and anticlockwise for left-circularly polarized light (23). From Eqs.
(A-4) to (A-6) we find that the right-circularly polarized light corresponds to
e&e” = + 1 and the left-circularly polarized light to EE’E”= - 1. From (A-2) we
find the standard components of E”:
EO_
s3
E = E21’2E”

EO, = E; = 0

(A-7)

with:
ff,P,y = .r,y,z

in (A-l) and (A-2).

Rather than E we shall use q = -• in the remainder of the paper to characterize
the only nonvanishing standard component of the complex representation of a
circularly polarized wave:
E, = -E!$L,

exp[e’i(wS - 8kz + cp)].

(A-8)

We shall make the choice E’ = + 1 in this paper so that there is a one-to-one
correspondence
between the right- or left-circular character and the subscript
of the only nonvanishing component of the complex field for a given direction of
propagation: if E” = + 1, q = - 1 for right- and 9 = + 1 for left-circularly polarized
waves and vice versa if E” = - 1. It should be noted that the real field has
two standard components, one along 2-U and the other along L?+~:
&q = -ME$Z_,

exp[i(ot

- l“kz + cp)] + 1/E&

exp[-i(wr

- 8kz + cp)].

(A-9)

(2) Linear polarization and general case. It is always possible to write a linearly
polarized field as a sum of two circularly polarized fields (left and right) and it
may be necessary to do so if the axis y has already been chosen. If not, we can
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choose y along the direction of the electric field so that a linearly polarized field
with Cartesian components (EO,,O,O),will have the following standard components:
E: = E;,
The complex representation
with q = 0 (and E’ = +l):

EO,, = 0.

(A- 10)

of this field may be written in the same form as (A-8)

E, = (- l)pE$L_, exp[i(wr - E’%Z+ cp)].

(A-l 1)

The real field (A-9) can also be written in a general way including q = 0:
& = (- l)qt/i[Eqli_q + (- l)“E,$G,]

(A-12)

with
E, = Ei exp[i(ot

- d’kz + cp)].

(A-13)

Formulas (A-l 1) and (A-12) are therefore applicable to the three cases of linearly,
left- or right-circularly polarized light. To each case corresponds a single value of
the number q if the y axis is properly chosen. All other possibilities can be
described as a superposition of these three elementary cases:
E = C E, = 1 (-l)“jE,,L_,.
j
j
Some authors define a complex unitary polarization

E = EC

with

p.;*

(A-14)

vector C such that:
= 1.

(A-15)

If we expand P on the standard basis:
t = 1 (- l)qjeqjG_qj
j

(A-16)

we find the correspondence:
E, = Ee,

and

Eij = EOe,.

(A-17)

The following terminology is also frequently found:
-A wave is termed (T+ if, at a given point, the electric vector end rotates
like an electric current that would produce a magnetic field parallel to the
quantization axis ho. This corresponds to q = + 1 in Eq. (A-12). The absorption
of such a wave increases the angular momentum projection of the molecule on
this axis by one h unit; if a0 coincides with the propagation axis a,, we have
seen that this case corresponds to a left-circularly polarized wave which is known
to carry one unit of angular momentum along its propagation axis (21).
-A u- wave corresponds to q = - 1. (Some authors choose e’ = - 1 in (A-8)
and this reverses the correspondence
between q values and u+ or c waves.)
-If the wave is linearly polarized along the quantization axis (q = 0) we have
a 7~wave; if it is linearly polarized perpendicularly to lie we have a m wave.
A m wave can be described as the superposition of u’ and (+- waves with q = + 1
and - 1 in (A-12) and (A-14). If li, is along the propagation axis this corresponds
to the usual decomposition in right- and left-circularly polarized waves. If i. is
perpendicular to Lx these (++and u- waves do not propagate independently since
they do not satisfy div E = 0 separately and they cannot be called circularly
polarized waves. We shall simply designate them by u+ and u-.
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We can use (A-12) to derive the interaction hamiltonian;
moment of the molecule given in the standard basis by:
JL =

2

if p is the dipole

(-l)*‘/.L&u’.

(A-18)

V=O,*l

The interaction
hamiltonian

with a polarized
v, = -/&

APPENDIX

electromagnetic

field @qis described

by the
(A-19)

= -‘/2[1*&,T + (-l)Q_,E,].

B: DIAGRAMMATIC
RULES FROM THE INTEGRAL
OF THE DENSITY MATRIX EQUATIONS

FORM

We show in Ref. (14) that the density matrix element between
momentum states (E,, p. + m&k) and (Ep,po + m&k) is given by:

the energy-

(%II)c&J7Po) Imfi) = bk&%Po)
Jmd6aD6mom,
+cC
hG,p(T)V+,p’(r - yw, f - y7)(m, - 1
‘C
P’ i 0
)pp&
+c

+cC
dTG,@(T)V,p~(r - yv7, t - y7)(m,

- YVT. f - ~7, po) (q3Wi
+ 1

P’ i 0
IPp& - yvr,

x

t

V$,(r

-

-

77,

YVT,

po)

Imfl)lih

t -

X V,&(r - yv~, t -

yT)/ih

yT)/ih

(B-l)

where pCo’(po)is the equilibrium density operator in the absence of field and where
G&T) = exp{-[iu,p
y = (1 - &2)-l/2

+

i(m%

-

rnf#

6 = hk2/2M,

+

YJT},

yv = pa/M.

This equation is obviously also valid between Zeeman sublevels (a, M&3, M,)
if we decide that the subscripts a,P for the various matrix elements also stand
for M,,MB. To avoid cumbersome notations we shall make that choice from now
on in this appendix. V$,(r,t) are the matrix elements of the interaction hamiltonian
(3) having, respectively, a positive spatial frequency exp(+ik*r) and a negative
spatial frequency exp(-ik*r) dependence. If we use Eq. (2), we obtain:
V&(r,t)/ifi

= C {(i(al~*fIP)E~~/2n)U~~(r)

I

exp[-i(ot

+ [it- l)qr(a 1F_,; I/3)E,0$2h]U,Jr)

- k-r + pq~)l
exp[i(or

+ k.r + cp,;)]}
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and:
VG&‘,r)/ih = c {(i(cr[~~~(p)E~~nh)U*,-(r)

exp[-i(wt

+‘[i(-- 1)Pf ((~1EL-*;(p)E~~/2hlU,+(r)

If we use the hermiticity
Rabi pulsation:

relation

(p[~uI~)

+ k.r + cp,;)]

exp[i(wr - k*r + cp,$]}.

= (- l)q(a:I~-,1/3)

(B-2)

and define the
(B-3)

%B~F = ( @1~sf 1P >E:.f/=
we find the matrix elements:
v&(r,t)/ifi

= 2 {(ifl,,QT)U*,(r) exp[-i(ot
j

- k*r + c,Q?)]
+ (ifi2p,)U,(r)

exp[i(wt + k.r + cp,;)])

and:
V;,(r,t)/ih

= 1 {if&,,-)U*,-(r)

exp[-i(wt

+ k*r + qGi)]

j
+ (iQp,,J)U&)

exp[i(wt - k*r + qoq:)]}. (B-4)

Equation (B-l) strongly suggests a perturbation approach and even the idea of
diagram. We can use it to relate the perturbation order 6 to the perturbation order
(4 - 1):

FIG. 3. Diagrammatic
representation
of the first term of Eq. (B-5). The diagrams corresponding
to
the seven other terms of this equation may be easily drawn from Table I. These one-vertex
diagrams
are then combined
to represent
any perturbation
sequence.
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FIG. 4. Possible structures for the last vertex which corresponds to the absorbed power for a (+) wave
coming from the left or a (-) wave coming from the right.

= 1 0%3~*:)
4’.i

I

- yw) expl-i[o(t

fa &G,,(dU~,+(r

- 7~) - k*(r - yw)]]

0

x

ha

-

I (p&V

-

YVT,

1

-

YT,

po)

(mp)

(B-5)

plus seven other terms with the same structure.
This first term is represented by the diagram of fig. 3.
Conversely the first term of (B-5) can be obtained from the diagram with the
following rules: the contribution at the space-time point (r,t) in the laboratory frame
is obtained by taking the product of the previous density matrix element by the
field component at some previous space-time point (r - yv~, t - ye), times the
propagator of the considered density matrix element. Finally at the vertex there is
a multiplicative factor which is the Rabi frequency (B-3) times +i. This function
is then integrated over the elapsed proper time 7.
The seven other contributions are obtained with the same rules applied to the
seven other vertex topologies of Table I. The order of the subscripts for Rabi
frequencies always starts with the higher energy level (as a consequence of the
rotating-wave approximation) and the sign of the multiplicative factor is + for a
vertex on the first column and - for a vertex on the second column.
The last vertex of a diagram corresponds to the absorbed power as expressed
by formula (4) of the text. The following expression for the absorbed power is
also derived in (14):
w’ = 2&w Re

d3rd3po
h3

If we use expression
W’ = 2fiw Re

m;

(i~p,‘E’*(r,t)/2n)(0(P~p(r,t,po))

-c 1).

(~-6)

(1) for the field, (B-6) can be written:

d3rd3po
z (ifi,,,)U*,f(r)
h3
I
a,B,j

exp[-i(wt

7 k .r + cp,?)]

E&,

x

We verify that it is equivalent

(Olp,dr,f,p,)

1

2

I>.

(B-7)

to compute the absorbed power or the rate of
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population change of the upper state times ho (this is true only with the
rotating-wave approximation, see (14)). If we terminate the diagram with the upper
state population, we may therefore apply the same rules as for the other vertices.
The possible structures for this last vertex are illustrated in Fig. 4. The 2 Re in
(B-7) is equivalent to the addition of complex conjugate diagrams, so that we may
consider only one of the two diagram-end vertices in Fig. 4 for w’.
In (B-6) (Olpap(r,t,po)/ + 1) may equivalently be replaced by (m,~~,&-,t,po)~m~
k 1) where m, is integer. We may therefore add any integer on both sides to the
numbers specifying the linear momentum state of the diagrams. The number m,
will be chosen so that the diagram starts with (0 I&,” IO).
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